LBS Pre-Conference 2019
Wednesday, November 27
Tentative Schedule

8:15-8:30 a.m.  Opening welcome for all Pre-Conference groups – Churchill Ballroom
8:30-8:45 a.m.  Welcome and presentation of promotional resource tool
8:45-9:30 a.m.  Workplace Essentials Competency Curriculum

Presenter: Angela Williams

A curriculum which can be taught one-on-one or to a group that covers the essential task-based learning activities students need to gain and maintain employment. The curriculum will further the LBS focus on training skilled, educated and prepared workers in Ontario. This will be accompanied by a practitioner’s guide containing workshop resources for those interested in instructing the materials in a group setting. The practitioner's guide will also include an assessment and marking guide.

9:30-10:30 a.m. Understanding Your LBS Reports

Presenter: Sarah Delicate

What information is critical to your day-to-day decision making? What can you learn about who is and who is NOT being served? What can you see regarding your program integrity? What assumptions might your funder make, based on your data?

- Reports 64(DSQ) and 60B(Profile Plan)
- Each attendee should bring report 64 and 60B(October 2019), in order to calculate and plan for your site

10:30-10:45 a.m.  Break
10:45-11:30 a.m.  Round Table Discussions: Hot Topics in LBS
11:30-12:00 p.m. MTCU(tentative)
12-1 p.m.  Lunch
1-2 p.m.  Understanding Your LBS Reports – Part 2
2:00-2:30 p.m.  Innovative Best Practices: Building Community Partnerships and Adult Education Programs in Underserved Communities

Presenters: UCDSB team

2:30-2:45 p.m.  Break
2:45-3:30 p.m.  Panel and Q & A